Abstract. Collaborative Ubiquitous Environments (CUEs) are environments supporting collaboration among persons in a ubiquitous computing setting. This paper shows how results of the research in the Multi-Agent System (MAS) area, and in particular on MAS environments, can be used to model, design and engineer CUEs, with specific reference to the management of context-awareness information. The role of the Multilayered Multi-Agent Situated System model in managing awareness information is briefly described and applied to represent and to manage several types of awareness information (both physical and logical contextual information). Finally, the paper introduces a prototypal framework based on DJess supporting the definition and management of MMASS based CUEs.
Introduction
A Collaborative Ubiquitous Environment (CUE) is a particular setting that supports collaboration among persons in a context of ubiquitous computing [1] . This means that this kind of environment supports human activities in a novel technological context, providing the possibility of a "natural" interaction for the persons, which are not forced to sit down in front of a PC, representing the single spot of the environment in which both computational power and connectivity are concentrated. In this new scenario, persons must be supported in the interaction among themselves and with the environment in which they live and work. The latter is in fact growingly endowed with sensors, information sources, hidden (or disappearing) computational devices that can exploit the pervasive presence of wired and wireless communication infrastructures. In order to fully exploit the potential of this new technological scenario, CUEs must be able to manage the dimension of coordination (that is devoted to expected patterns of interactions among users) as well as awareness (devoted to supplying users information about opportunities that can arise in the CUE, such as the "nearby" presence and availability of a technological appliance or a possible partner of interaction) [7] . Beyond the representation of the space, both physical and logical, context awareness is built on the information dynamically diffused in the spaces in accord to the view of context as an interactional problem; the modulated propagation of information is a key requirement of CUEs and allows dynamic interaction and perception among actors in terms of perception by proximity, dynamic configuration of the environment, acquisition of contextualized information and so on. In this paper we are going to focus on the awareness side of a CUE, in accordance to the idea to keep a strong separation between the computational abstractions and mechanisms devoted to coordination. Awareness and coordination, from our point of view, are in fact characterized by different interactionspace models and there is thus no reason to mix them.
One of the most relevant features of this scenario is thus the presence of devices that must interact in order to provide a rich and articulated support to human activities. This need to effectively establish suitable interactions in an opportunistic way lead us to consider Multi-Agent Systems as a relevant source of abstractions, models and instruments to analyze the scenario and design systems effectively realizing CUEs. In fact, a device that is part of the overall system can be enhanced by the presence of an agent able to perceive the local context, detect relevant information sources, communicate its presence, and in general establish meaningful interactions. However, the single agent "reasoning" capabilities are not the most relevant element of this scenario. The abstractions and mechanisms supporting mutual agent perception and interaction are in fact extremely relevant, in the general setting of MAS research and even more in this specific application area. These abstractions and mechanisms are typical functions that can be ascribed to a MAS environment [2] .
Even if agent definitions generally highlight the presence of an environment in which agents are situated, may perceive each other, act and interact, agent research has often been focused on specific aspects and features of agency, like the individual reasoning and decision making processes, the possibility to communicate by sending and receiving messages expressed into some shared language according to a given domain ontology. Recent research efforts (i.e. the Environment for MAS workshop serie and the Environment TFG in the context of the AgentLink Coordination Action 1 ) have highlighted the general relevance of the environment as a first class concept that is on one hand a necessary element of a MAS, and on the other a source of abstractions and mechanisms to support the analysis, modelling and design of a MAS to solve a specific problem or face a specific requirement of the desired system. The Multilayered Multi-Agent Situated System (MMASS) [3] is a formal and computational framework supporting the modeling of agents as well as the environment in which they are situated. One of the aims of this paper is to show how this model can be suitably adopted to design an infrastructure for the management and distribution of awareness information in CUEs: the following Sect. will briefly describe the role of the various elements of the model in representing and managing CUEs and it will also present modeling examples in specific CUE scenarios. In this framework, this work differs from other existing proposals that employ agents and agent-based infrastructures simply as a middleware for the design and implementation of pervasive computing systems (see, e.g., [4, 5] ). Section 3 will then discuss the first steps towards the realization of a prototypal platform realizing specific environmental mechanisms described by the MMASS model employing the DJess middleware [6] . Conclusions and future developments will end the paper.
Multilayered Multi-Agent Situated System and CUEs
To manage the awareness side of a CUE means essentially to represent and treat different aspects of this kind of environment. One of the basic structures of the MMASS model is represented by a Space, a layer of the environment represented as a graph of sites in which agents can be situated, act and interact. Different spaces can be interconnected by means of interfaces, regulating the exchange of signals among them. MMASS layers can be suitably adopted as abstractions of (physical) spatial and conceptual/logical aspects of the CUE. In this framework, agents act as virtual counterparts of real physical entities, as representations in the CUE of actual human individuals as well as relevant smart devices (that are devices able to have a meaningful interactions, that could be as simple as signaling their presence or even more complex as managing the access and reservation to some environmental resource). Since we are focused on the awareness side of a CUE we will talk hereinafter about A-agent, as a short form of awareness agent. In fact, in the modeling of a CUE additional agents of a different type (for instance managing the coordination part of the environment) are employed; more details on the overall structure of the CUE modeling are available in [7] .
Given this structure, the interaction among agents is the mechanism adopted for generating and distributing context awareness information, such as the presence/availability of an individual to carry out a task, the presence/availability of an element of a technological infrastructure. In particular, the notion of field and the mechanisms of diffusion and perception are employed to manage the modulated propagation of information in the CUE.
In the following we will show how to model a scenario in a smart department that exploits the characteristics of CUEs depicted in the introduction by applying the MMASS model. This scenario describes how awareness information, included the presence of each entity, can be propagated on the topological spaces and how the agents can perceive it in a manner related to their own context in a situation where the information is addressed to people that are in a particular state, that is being in some position of the smart department [7] or participating to projects.
The smart department is configured to let attendees to be aware of the fact that a workshop is going to start. This is done by deploying wall-mounted displays (WM in Figure 1 .a) around the department and by providing a localization device to the attendees (Mark, Sue, Sarah and Mr. Brown in Figure 1 .a). Both devices and attendees are situated on the physical localization graph; the sites of the graph reflect the logical area of the department (A51 is the "PCC workshop" room). The field diffusion function decreases its intensity by one unit for each edge crossed in path from the emission site. Displays perceive a field when it has an intensity greater than a threshold; instead, interested attendees perceive the field when the intensity is lower than (possibly another) threshold. Because Sarah is not interested to this workshop her A-agent, differently from the A-agent of the other attendees, is configured to not perceive the field.
When Mr. Brown emits the "PCC workshop is going to start" field on the A51 site the wall-mounted displays near this area perceive the field (which has a higher intensity) and show the message, instead the displays more far (such as WM4 and WM5 in Figure 1 .a) do not perceive it. On the other side, attendees near the A51 area do not perceive the field, because its intensity is too high, but attendees far from the workshop room perceive the field and can be aware of the beginning of the "PCC workshop". In this manner, the information is shown on the wall-mounted displays close to the workshop room and notified (throw their personal device) only to persons who are far from it, so persons near the room are not notified both from the wall-mounted display and their personal device. By applying this approach it is possible to design systems able to reduce the information overload in the spirit of calm technologies [8] .
Each entity situated on the topological space emits a presence field in order to let the other ones to be aware of her presence. The presence field is characterized by the emitter id and by a diffusion function that decreases the field intensity (to obtain a small neighborhood a quickly decreasing function must be defined). When an entity moves around the space, it emits the presence field again and the neighborhood changes consequently; in fact, the presence field emitted before disappears and the new one defines the new neighborhood. The presence field could be propagated both on physical and logical topological spaces, so the neighborhood is not necessary driven by the physical proximity.
At the same time of the workshop, Marcello, a researcher of the department, moves around and emits his presence field; when he goes to a new localization area emits the field again and now he can be perceived also by other persons, e.g. Marco and Federico (Figure 1.b) . A smart board in the Marcello's office is configured also to provide support for opportunistic collaboration [9, 10] among persons by exploiting the perception of the presence field. Marcello now is in his office and is working at the smart board. Giuseppe is working at a project with Marcello, that is their are both localized on a logical graph that represents the relationships among the members of the project. When Giuseppe comes in Marcello's office his presence is perceived by the entities in the room and the project-support software application use the smart board to show the summary information about the last project meeting. Now someone of them can pay attention to these information and use them to start to collaborate with the other one. Of course, by being an awareness information it is a may and it is in accord to the mean of supporting opportunistic collaboration: to provide the useful information (and, of course, tools) to promote collaboration among persons.
A DJess MMASS-based Collaborative Ubiquitous Architectures
The main aim of this Section is to describe a first effort in the realization of a prototypal framework supporting the definition of MMASS-based CUEs. In this paper we do not provide details on the coordination component of a CUE (see [7, 11] to have more information on this topic) because it is not strictly related to topological spaces and their representation, instead it is focused on information and behaviour exchange. The coordination part of the model is implemented by adopting DJess [6] , a middleware that easily allows the sharing of facts (to represent statements) as well as rules (to describe behaviours). Before describing the adopted approach, some considerations must be done on the specific features of the scenario and on the suitability of existing middlewares and frameworks to support the development of CUEs.
General Considerations
First of all, it must be noted that a CUE is (not surprisingly) a distributed system. However, a single layer of environmental representation, such as those introduced in the previous Section, can be suitably hosted by a single computational node of the network. This node can act as an awareness server for the specific aspect of the CUE represented in the hosted layer. Devices scattered in the actual environment that are part of the CUE are assumed to be able to communicate with these nodes 2 , in order to signal their presence and perceive the signals coming from the CUE.
Every layer is thus responsible to maintain updated the current state of the related aspect of the overall environment (e.g. reflecting the actual physical position of a device on the discrete representation of the environment, managing the diffusion of fields). Information related to the current position of an agent could be provided by some sensor installed on the device hosting it (e.g. a GPS receiver, in case of physical position), by an infrastructure of sensors installed in the environment (e.g. a wireless network or a RFID infrastructure), or by a user (e.g. its current availability to interact or carry out a task, in case of a conceptual position). In other words, according to the specific aspect of the environment represented in a given layer, the information on agent position could be provided by the agent, obtained by an infrastructure or even inferred. However, nodes managing environmental layers are currently assumed to be well known by every device that is part of the CUE (their addresses could be set during the configuration of the adopted middleware).
This kind of network structure had an influence on the preliminary selection of the frameworks and middlewares to consider and evaluate. The TOTA middleware [12] , for instance, offers a rich and sophisticated support to the design and engineering of Pervasive Computing applications exploiting the abstractions of agents and MAS environment. However, one of TOTA's most distinguishing features is the possibility to diffuse and keep updated context-awareness information in a dynamic environment, and in particular it offers the possibility to maintain the structure of Co-Fields over a changing network. In this case, however, the structure of the network is not very relevant in determining the context of a given node (considering the basic assumption that a network connectivity is present and stable), and instead the reference scenario requires the capability to integrate several spatial representations, related to different aspects of the CUE.
The relevance of environment related abstractions and mechanisms highlighted in the previous section (i.e. spatial structure in which agents are situated, fields and related functionalities and services) in the representation of contextual information led us to focus on those MAS approaches actually providing some specific support to environmental aspects. The adoption of a middleware providing a communication infrastructure supporting direct agent interaction (e.g. JADE [13] ) would require the design and implementation of additional structures and interaction mechanisms or the realization of an agent (or a set of agents) specifically devoted to the management of environment related abstractions and mechanisms to enable context-aware forms of agent interaction.
A relevant approach to the design and engineering of Environments for MASs is represented by artifacts [14] : artifacts are a conceptual, formal and computational framework supporting the realization of function-oriented elements of a MAS. In particular, a single layer of environmental representation could be suitably modeled and managed by means of an artifact, encapsulating the internal spatial structure of the layer as well as the various related mechanisms (e.g. field diffusion), realized in the form of reaction rules considering the TuCSoN [15] approach to artifact implementation. This approach can provide a suitable support to the design and implementation of an MMASS-based CUE, but since there is an ongoing activity aimed at realizing coordination aspects of a CUE adopting DJess, the latter was adopted for a prototypal implementation of a framework for MMASS-based CUEs. Most important, DJess allows to easily and naturally define an A-agent as a reactive agent and describe its reactive behavior in term of rules, and to distribute the execution of agents and topological spaces in a transparent way for the system designer and of course for the agents too.
DJess and MMASS
DJess [6] is a communication middleware whose main aim is to support the remote and transparent interaction of computational nodes hosting instances of the Jess rule based inference system. Jess stands for "Java Expert System Shell", and it is a Java-based rule engine 3 derived by the CLIPS expert system shell and language 4 . It must be noted that in this specific case we adopted a Jess based programming environment not to realize an expert system in a distributed setting but rather to employ a rule based approach to the implementation of MMASS abstractions and mechanisms. In this framework, DJess is essentially an extension of Jess that adds a transparent communication layer underneath its inferential capabilities. In particular, it is possible to define a web of inferential systems transparently sharing facts and rules across a network. For this specific application only the first functionality was exploited, in particular to support the possibility of A-agents to communicate with external components (devoted to the management of the coordination aspects of the CUE) by means of the adoption of specific input and output primitives. It must be noted that the rule-sharing function was used in the modules that manage the coordination aspects of the CUE, that are effectively implemented in DJess, that represents thus a uniform support to the realization of both the coordination and the awareness elements of the CUE.
DJess was thus considered as a support for the modeling and implementation of MMASS-based environmental representations of CUEs. In particular, it is possible to define fact templates for basic configuration and state of a specific MMASS layer. Templates specified through the deftemplate command were defined for facts representing the building blocks of a MMASS layer (i.e. sites and weighted arcs connecting them) and other information related to the configuration of the layer (e.g. the specification of a field type). Other templates were also used to represent information about the current state of the environment, such as the position of an agent, the presence of fields in sites, and so on.
These facts represent basic configuration and state information about the environment, and it is possible to define rules granting the layer the possibility to react to the stimuli represented by agent actions, such as a field emission. The first block of rules that we defined is able to manage field diffusion; in particular, they analyze the surrounding of a site in which a field value was just created, and evaluate the possibility to propagate the field value, modulated according to the diffusion function (the field is propagated when it is not voided by the diffusion function and the destination site was not already visited by the diffusion process). By modifying the working memory, adding a new field value, this rule is able to recursively trigger further activations of the same diffusion rule on different sites, stopping only when the emitted field has been propagated to all sites that must be reached according to the spatial structure of the layer and to the diffusion function of the related field type. A prototypal implementation of the templates representing the environment configuration and state, as well as the rules managing field diffusion, was realized and tested in the CUE described in [7] . The rule based approach proved to be sufficiently expressive to support a simple design and (possibly online) configuration of the CUE by changing facts related to environment configuration, exploiting basic mechanisms realized by means of rules working on the basis of those facts.
Conclusions and Future Developments
This paper has described a Multi-Agent approach to the modelling and design of CUEs, that are environments that support collaboration among persons in a context of ubiquitous computing. In particular, the paper has shown how results of the research in the topic of MAS environment has provided both modeling abstractions and concrete computational supports for the analysis, design and engineering of CUEs. In particular, the MMASS model was applied to represent and to manage several types of awareness information (both physical and logical contextual information), which is an essential part of a CUE. Moreover, an approach based on DJess to the design and engineering of CUEs was introduced. Future works are on one hand aimed at identifying a concrete situation for a prototypal application and evaluation of a CUE, aimed at further evaluating the adequacy of the approach as well as testing the introduced prototype, in order to identify problems and necessary additional features.
